
This color-coded dipper version of the mega scoop is great for handling bulk materials. It can be 

used to scoop product out for quality control or to simply move product. Its solid construction 

makes it extremely durable. It combines with any of our handles due to its hygienic Euro thread, 

which prevents walk-off and is easier to clean.

128 oz. Mega Dipper
Series 6552

Hygienic Euro Thread

Shallow threads increase hygiene and 
cleanability while preventing walk-off

Simple Measurements

Measurements in liters, UK 
gallons, and US gallons are 
easy to see and follow

One-Piece Construction

Polyproylene scoop has no 
seams or cracks, increasing 
durability and hygiene



Colors
When ordering, add the color digit to the  
base part number to denote color.
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The Color-Coding System
Remco and Vikan® brands offer an integrated color-coding system to help mitigate the risk 

of cross-contamination in food processing facilities. With an array of color-coded tools and 

storage brackets, and years of experience building effective  

color-coding systems, the experts at Remco Products Corporation 

can help you effectively apply color-coding to divide and identify 

different zones or processing tasks. As a result, workers can 

more easily comply with material handling and hygienic cleaning 

procedures to maintain stringent food safety standards. 

Please see the full-line catalog for a complete list of Remco™ and Vikan® products.

 Brackets  Brooms Brushes Shovels Scrapers Squeegees Tubs Pails 
 

Fully updated product specifications are available at Remcoproducts.com.

128 oz. Mega Dipper
6552

Durable polypropylene construction 

makes this tool ideal for dipping 

heavy material while the Euro thread 

prevents walk-off. Ideal for material 

handling when reach is needed, the 

Mega Dipper can withstand years of 

use.

Specifications:

Length: 11”

Width: 8.7”

Height: 7.3”

FDA-Compliant Raw Material: No

Material: Polypropylene/Stainless Steel

Unit Weight: 1.48 lbs.
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